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The Blue Corn Murders Nancy Pickard 1999-03-09
Kernels of Truth.... When
Eugenia Potter stumbles upon
some ancient pottery shards on
her ranch, she feels a profound
connection with the past. And a
deep desire to learn more
about the relics. Now, she's
heeding the call of her soul--by

visiting an archaeological camp
amid the magnificent cliff
dwellings of Colorado's Mesa
Verde. But strange things are
happening at Mesa Verde, from
the director's increasing
mental confusion to a visitor's
grisly death. Even a Talking
Circle--a traditional ritual
facilitated by the passing
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around of an ear of blue corn-doesn't reveal the source of the
trouble. And when a busload of
teenagers on a hiking trip
disappears without a trace,
Mrs. Potter begins some
digging... to unearth a cruel
scheme, a long-buried secret,
and the deadly fruits of a
killer's dark hungers.
Generous Death - Pickard
2010-07-27
As director of the Port
Frederick Civic Foundation,
Jenny Cain is privy to the
charitable intentions of the
town's wealthiest citizens.
There's eccentric old Arnie
Culverson, who's promised
millions to the local art
museum. Who's found there
one bright winter morning,
neatly tucked into a priceless
antique Chinese bed. With
pillow and blanket. Dead. Then
another dearly beloved donor
dies in the night. And the killer
leaves behind a nasty rhyme
suggesting rich and beautiful
Jenny will be next!
All It Takes Is Practice - Betty
Miles 1989
Friendship has a new meaning
to Stuart when he must

examine it in light of the racial
tensions which surround his
new friend from an interracial
family.
Ring of Truth - Nancy Pickard
2001-07-26
Sex, violence, evil, and betrayal
-- the shocking murder case
splashed across the Florida
headlines has all the right
elements for true-crime writer
Marie Lightfoot's next
bestseller. And tell the tale she
does, in a book that reveals the
secrets of a love affair gone
fatally wrong. But there are
disturbing twists, which leave
Marie sensing in her gut that
something does not jibe. Twist
number one: the accused is a
man of the cloth, who has
allegedly killed his wife in
collusion with his lover. Twist
number two: a pair of young
girls find the body in an
abandoned mansion, adding
the death of innocence to the
magnitude of the crime. Twist
number three: a shattering
conviction turns the case on its
ear. And the ultimate blow: for
the first time in her career,
Marie fails to win the the
killer's confidence during a
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jailhouse interview. Suddenly,
she knows with certainty there
ia more to the story than even
she realized -- and her
conscience won't let her rest.
Then an unexpected visitor -- a
shock in itself for the reclusive
writer -- confesses something
that not even the police know.
The revelation may he the
missing piece in a terrifying
puzzle -- evidence that teaches
Marie a bone-chilling lesson as
threatening danger slowly
encircles her: to err is human,
but underestimating the
criminal mind can be deadly.
Nancy Pickard premiered gutsy
Marie Lightfoot in the national
bestseller The Whole Truth,
and kicked off a thrilling new
series with "an intriguing story,
fascinatingly told" (The
Philadelphia Inquirer). Now,
Pickard once again "pushes the
presumed limits of [crime
fiction]" (Los Angeles Times) as
she sends this complex heroine
into a jagged maze with one
destination: the darkest realm
of human nature.
Twilight - Nancy Pickard
2010-06-15
Fast-paced, suspenseful, and

emotionally involving, Twilight
is Nancy Pickard at her popular
and groundbreaking best; once
again she weaves her
renowned fictional spell around
the mysteries of the human
heart.
A Virgin River Christmas Robyn Carr 2013-10-29
Newly-widowed Marcie
Sullivan tracks down Ian
Buchanan, the man responsible
for saving her husband's life
years ago, and finds an
emotionally scarred man who
needs her help in healing his
wounded soul during a season
of miracles. Reissue.
Curse of Stone - Leigh
Anderson 2019-09-12
Supposedly, witches can't kill.
But Madison accidentally killed
her boyfriend, and now a girl at
her witch academy is dead, too.
Madison spent her life avoiding
her magical abilities, but when
she's forced to use them to
save her best friend from a
deadly storm and accidentally
kills her boyfriend as a result,
she decides she needs to enroll
at La Voisin School for Young
Witches after all. She knew
starting a year later than her
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peers would come with its own
struggles; she just never
expected one of those struggles
would be the impossible
murder of a classmate. The
school is spelled for safety, and
witches can't kill...so how did
Giselle end up dead? Only
Giselle and her killer know, and
only Madison can find out.
Because now, the dead witch is
haunting her. Crazy thing is,
Giselle's murder isn't even the
biggest secret this school has.
Just ask the statues. Fans of
Stephenie Meyers' Twilight and
Bella Forrest's Harley Merlin
series will devour Curse of
Stone, book one of Veronica
Shade's Academy of the
Damned. Scroll up and oneclick to starting reading this
haunting, slow burn
paranormal academy romance
today.
The Seduction of Water Carol Goodman 2003-12-30
Iris Greenfeder, ABD (All But
Dissertation), feels the “buts”
are taking over her life: all but
published, all but a professor,
all but married. Yet the sudden
impulse to write a story about
her mother, Katherine

Morrissey, leads to a shot at
literary success. The piece
recounts an eerie Irish fairy
tale her mother used to tell her
at bedtime—and nestled inside
it is the sad story of her death.
It captures the attention of her
mother’s former literary agent,
who is convinced that
Katherine wrote one final
manuscript before her strange,
untimely end in a fire thirty
years ago. So Iris goes back to
the remote Hotel Equinox in
the Catskills, the place where
she grew up, to write her
mother’s biography and search
for the missing
manuscript—and there she
unravels a haunting mystery,
one that holds more secrets
than she ever expected. . . .
A Cold and Lonely Place Sara J. Henry 2013-11-05
A riveting novel from the
author of the critically
acclaimed Learning to Swim
and an Anthony Award
nominee for Best Novel While
she's watching the crew build
the Winter Carnival ice palace,
Troy Chance sees a body
encased in the frozen lake—a
man she recognizes as the
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boyfriend of one of her
roommates. When she is
assigned to write a feature on
his life and mysterious death,
Troy discovers he was the
missing son of a wealthy
Connecticut family. Trying to
unravel what brought him to
this Adirondack village, she
joins forces with his girlfriend
and his sister, who comes to
town to find answers. But as
Troy digs deeper, it’s clear
someone doesn’t want the
investigation to continue. And
when she uncovers long-buried
secrets that could shatter the
serenity of the small town and
many people’s lives, she’ll be
forced to decide how far her
own loyalties reach. “Sara J.
Henry brilliantly draws us into
a terrifying but ultimately
affirmative novel in which love,
friendship, and the shining
truth about who we really are
redeem an otherwise hopeless
universe.” —Howard Frank
Mosher, award-winning author
of God’s Kingdom
Flower Net - Lisa See
2007-12-31
“Lisa See begins to do for
Beijing what Sir Arthur Conan

Doyle did for turn-of-thecentury London or Dashiell
Hammett did for 1920s San
Francisco: She discerns the
hidden city lurking beneath the
public facade.” –The
Washington Post Book World In
the depths of a Beijing winter,
during the waning days of
Deng Xiaoping’s reign, the U.S.
ambassador’s son is found
dead–his body entombed in a
frozen lake. Around the same
time, aboard a ship adrift off
the coast of Southern
California, Assistant U.S.
Attorney David Stark makes a
startling discovery: the corpse
of a Red Prince, a scion of
China’s political elite. The
Chinese and American
governments suspect that the
deaths are connected and, in
an unprecedented move, they
join forces to see justice done.
In Beijing, David teams up with
the unorthodox police detective
Liu Hulan. In an investigation
that brings them to every
corner of China and sparks an
intense attraction between the
two, David and Hulan discover
a web linking human
trafficking to the drug trade to
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governmental treachery–a web
reaching from the Forbidden
City to the heart of Los Angeles
and, like the wide flower net
used by Chinese fishermen,
threatening to ensnare all
within its reach. “A graceful
rendering of two different and
complex cultures, within a
highly intricate plot . . . The
starkly beautiful landscapes of
Beijing and its surrounding
countryside are depicted with a
lyrical precision.” –Los Angeles
Times Book Review “Murder
and intrigue splash across the
canvas of modern Chinese life.
. . . A vivid portrait of a vast
Communist nation in the
painful throes of a sea change.”
–People “Fascinating . . . that
rare thriller that enlightens as
well as it entertains.” –San
Diego Union-Tribune A Finalist
for the Edgar Award for Best
First Mystery A NEW YORK
TIMES NOTABLE BOOK
The Unbearable Lightness of
Scones - Alexander McCall
Smith 2010-01-05
44 SCOTLAND STREET - Book
5 The residents and neighbors
of 44 Scotland Street and the
city of Edinburgh come to vivid

life in these gently satirical,
wonderfully perceptive serial
novels, featuring six-year-old
Bertie, a remarkably
precocious boy—just ask his
mother. Featuring all the
quirky characters we have
come to know and love, The
Unbearable Lightness of
Scones, finds Bertie, the
precocious six-year-old, still
troubled by his rather
overbearing mother, Irene, but
seeking his escape in the Cub
Scouts. Matthew is rising to
the challenge of married life
with newfound strength and
resolve, while Domenica
epitomizes the loneliness of the
long-distance intellectual.
Cyril, the gold-toothed star of
the whole show, succumbs to
the kind of romantic
temptation that no dog can
resist and creates a small
problem, or rather six of them,
for his friend and owner Angus
Lordie. With his customary
deftness, Alexander McCall
Smith once again brings us an
absorbing and entertaining tale
of some of Scotland's most
quirky and beloved characters-all set in the beautiful, stoic
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city of Edinburgh.
Dragon Bones - Lisa See
2009-12-01
When the body of an American
archaeologist is found floating
in the Yangzi River, Ministry of
Public Security agent Liu
Hulan and her husband,
American attorney David Stark,
are dispatched to Site 518 to
investigate. As Hulan
scrutinizes this death—or is it a
murder?—David, on behalf of
the National Relics Bureau,
tries to discover who has stolen
from the site an artifact that
may prove to the world China’s
claim that it is the oldest
uninterrupted civilization on
earth. This artifact is not only
an object of great monetary
value but one that is
emblematic of the very soul of
China. Everyone—from the
Chinese government, to a
religious cult, to an
unscrupulous American art
collector—wants this relic, and
some, it seems, may be willing
to kill to get it. At stake in this
investigation is control of
China’s history and national
pride, and even stability
between China and the United

States. The troubled Hulan
must overcome her own fears
of failure, while David tries
desperately to break through
the shell that has built up
around his wife. As Hulan and
David are enmeshed in
international schemes for
power and the turbulence of
their own relationship, these
hunters after the truth become
the hunted—in a fast-driving
narrative set against the
backdrop of the building of the
Three Gorges Dam, the largest
and most expensive project
China has undertaken since the
Great Wall and the subject of
great international debate. It is
here, in the heart of the Three
Gorges, that David and Hulan
will battle their enemies and
their own natures to see who
will win China’s dragon bones.
Dragon Bones combines
ancient myth with
contemporary anxieties
concerning religious fanaticism
and terrorism to tell a story of
love, betrayal, history, ecology,
greed—and gory murder.
The Virgin of Small Plains Nancy Pickard 2007-05-29
“Engrossing . . . beautifully
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written and carefully crafted . .
. [a] work that explores the
healing power of truth.”—The
Boston Globe For seventeen
years, a rural community in
Kansas has faithfully tended
the grave of an anonymous
teenage girl christened the
Virgin of Small Plains. And
some claim that, perhaps
owing to the girl’s intervention,
strange miracles and
unexplainable healings have
occurred. Slowly, word of the
legend spreads. But what really
happened in that snow-covered
field almost two decades ago,
when the girl’s naked, frozen
body was found? Why did
young Mitch Newquist
disappear the day after the
shocking discovery, leaving
behind his distraught
girlfriend, Abby Reynolds, and
their best friend, Rex
Shellenberger? Now Mitch has
returned to Small Plains,
reigniting simmering tensions
and awakening secrets. Never
having resolved her feelings for
Mitch, Abby is determined to
uncover the startling truth
about his departure. The three
former friends must confront

the ever-unfolding
consequences of the night that
forever changed their
lives—and the life of their small
town. Praise for The Virgin of
Small Plains “Nancy Pickard . .
. has evolved into a writer of
substantial literary power. . . .
[She] has fashioned a novel
that accurately reflects the
secrets and silences locked
deep within the hearts of all
small-town
Midwesterners.”—The Denver
Post “Tantalizing . . . Pickard
writes with insight and
compassion about an
unresolved crime that
continues to haunt a farming
community.”—The New York
Times Book Review “A class act
. . . Pickard has a talent for
adding depth to a story that
conveys a sense of place and
history.”—Orlando Sentinel
“Crisply written, this new novel
about loss of faith, trust, and
innocence is utterly
absorbing.”—Tucson Citizen
Dead Crazy - Nancy Pickard
2011-05-17
Award-winning author Nancy
Pickard has been receiving
high acclaim for her mystery
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series starring sleuth Jenny
Cain. This time Cain finds
herself following the trail of a
possible paranoid
schizophrenic slasher--only to
uncover clues that put her
squarely in the sights of a coldblooded murderer! "An
outstanding mystery series that
just keeps getting better".--ALA
Booklist. --This text refers to
the Mass Market Paperback
edition.
Say No to Murder - Pickard
2007-11-14
Jenny Cain was thrilled about
the Liberty Harbor Restoration,
a picturesque collection of
shops, museums and
restaurants. But when a
runaway truck barreled into
the project committee, it
seemed someone in Port
Frederick was out to sink
Liberty Harbor. Then a wooden
cross raised in unholy wrath
made the message clear.
Murderously clear. As director
of the town's Civic Foundation,
Jenny should have been glad
when police detective Geof
Bushfield reeled in a prime
suspect. Unfortunately, it was
the one person she was

desperate to prove innocent.
Fishing for a ruthless killer,
she had to bait her trap fast before the cold New England
waters closed in over her own
head!
Journeys - Kenneth Spooner
2006
36 page collectors catalogue of
works by Kenneth Spooner to
coincide with the exhibition
Journeys.
I.O.U. - Pickard 2010-07-27
The layered plot of the latest in
the excellent Jenny Cain series
(SAY NO TO MURDER) finds
the Port Frederick, Mass.,
sleuth probing the cause of her
recently deceased mother's
insanity. Cain discovers that
her mother's mental collapse
many years before coincided
with the bankruptcy of the
family business. The closing of
Cain Clams created
considerable unemployment
locally and countless enemies
for the Cains--one such foe may
now be trying to prevent the
amateur detective from delving
further into her family's past
and the town's secrets. As she
tracks down public mysteries,
Cain unearths painful personal
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issues; an attempt on her life,
construed as an effort at
suicide, forces her to deal with
the legacy of her mother's
madness. Pickard masterfully
resolves both plot lines in this
affecting, provocative novel
centering around the mystery
at the heart of motherdaughter relationships.
The Scent of Rain and
Lightning - Nancy Pickard
2011-02-01
One beautiful summer
afternoon, Jody Linder receives
shocking news: The man
convicted of murdering her
father is being released from
prison and returning to the
small town of Rose, Kansas. It
has been twenty-three years
since that stormy night when
her father was shot and killed
and her mother disappeared,
presumed dead. Neither the
protective embrace of Jody’s
three uncles nor the safe haven
of her grandparents’ ranch
could erase the pain caused by
Billy Crosby on that
catastrophic night. Now Billy
Crosby is free, thanks to the
efforts of his son, Collin, a
lawyer who has spent most of

his life trying to prove his
father’s innocence. Despite
their long history of carefully
avoiding each other in such an
insular community, Jody and
Collin find that they share an
exclusive sense of loss. As Jody
revisits old wounds, startling
truths emerge about her
family’s tragic past. But even
through struggle and hardship,
she still dares to hope for a
better future—and maybe even
love. BONUS: This edition
contains a The Scent of Rain
and Lightning discussion guide.
The Whole Truth - Nancy
Pickard 2000-03-01
"Nancy Pickard pushes at the
presumed limits of [crime
fiction]" said the Los Angeles
Times Book Review, praising
the award-winning creator of
the Jenny Cain mysteries. Now,
Pickard blurs the line between
fiction and reality in a novel of
gripping intensity, and
premieres a superb new
heroine: true-crime author
Marie Lightfoot. For her next
surefire bestseller, Marie is
covering the trial of a Florida
killer -- a case that penetrates
her own life, layer by
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disturbing layer. Whether real
like Ted Bundy, or imagined
like Hannibal Lecter, few
killers of our time are in the
same league as Raymond
Raintree. And as he stands
flanked by lawyers in a Florida
courtroom, waiting to be
convicted for the murder of
Natalie Mae McCullen, Marie
Lightfoot is taking it all in. A
small, gutsy blonde renowned
for her true-crime bestsellers,
Marie knows the graphic and
disturbing case will make her
best book yet -- because
Raintree's shocking crime, vile
beyond imagining, is also
impossible to turn away from.
But there is something about
the case -- and Raintree's
involvement -- that bothers her.
No one knows where Raintree,
a man as slight and immature
as a preteen boy, took Natalie
after he abducted her. No one
knows how Natalie -- bright,
independent, and with no fear
of the dark -- could be lured
into a stranger's boat on a
lonely waterway. And only one
witness saw a man who may
have been Raintree motoring
along in a water taxi on the

night Natalie disappeared.
Even if the police can't provide
answers, Marie intends to
leave no loose ends. Starting
with a prison meeting with
Raintree, the steely-nerved
writer follows a twisted path
that leads to Natalie's parents,
to a coincidence that doesn't
quite gel, and to a place she
has resisted all her life: the
dark recesses of her own soul,
where she hides the secrets of
her own lost past. When
Raymond escapes, Marie -- a
curious contradiction of
celebrity author and
introspective loner -- becomes
a sitting duck for a killer who
just might be smart enough to
outwit her. And evil enough to
take her to hell before she dies.
A masterpiece of psychological
suspense, The Whole Truth is a
compelling look at our
fascination with the horrific
crimes of our time. Nancy
Pickard's characters are as
close to flesh and blood as
fiction can get -- and her
writing is as close to
perfection.
Matters of the Blood - Maria
Lima 2009-08-25
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If you thought your family was
strange... Try being Keira
Kelly. A member of a powerful
paranormal family, Keira
elected to stay among humans
in the Texas Hill Country when
the rest of the clan moved
(lock, stock, and grimoire) to
Canada. But family duty means
still having to keep an eye on
cousin Marty -- a genetic
aberration who turned out
100% human, poor guy. And
recently Keira's been having
violent dreams -- or are they
visions? -- featuring Marty as
the victim of a vicious murder.
Something sinister seems to be
brewing in little Rio Seco. Can
Keira get to the bottom of it all
while avoiding entanglement
with her former lover, Sheriff
Carlton Larson? And what does
she plan to do about the
irresistible and enigmatic
Adam Walker? When this old
friend shows up as the new
owner of a local ranc and
wants to get better acquainted,
Keira is more than happy to be
welcoming...until she suspects
that Adam could be intimately
connected to the dangerous
doings in Rio Seco.

But I Wouldn't Want to Die
There - Pickard 2007-10-19
Naked Came the Phoenix Nevada Barr 2001-08-15
Traveling to the glamorous
Phoenix Health Spa in the Blue
Ridge Mountains for a wekk of
pampering, Caroline Blessing
discovers that she and the
other guests have become
prime suspects in the murder
of the spa's ambitious and
flamboyant owner, in a serial
novel featuring contributions
by J. D. Robb, Nancy Pickard,
Nevada Barr, Anne Perry, J. A.
Jance, and other notable
authors. 75,000 first printing.
The Secret Ingredient
Murders - Nancy Pickard
2011-10-12
A DINNER TO DIE FOR
Summoned from her Arizona
ranch to take charge of her
teenage great-nephew and his
twin sister, Genia Potter takes
a rental on the Rhode Island
coast. Old acquaintance
Stanley Parker is only too
happy to welcome her. And
soon Genia is busily preparing
for the tasting party that she
and Stanley are hosting that
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evening at her cottage. An avid
cook and recipe collector,
Stanley has already roped
Genia into collaborating on The
Secret Ingredient Cookbook,
chock-full of Rhode Island
culinary mysteries. Now is
their chance to test some
recipes and solicit others from
each of the invited. Stanley has
carefully selected six guests.
And each has been asked to
contribute a recipe with one
secret ingredient. Genia asks
no questions–until the lobster
bisque is cold and all but one
are present. Where is Stanley?
Dead. And unlamented. Has
one of the guests concocted a
secret recipe for murder?
Everyone has a motive. And
everyone has a
secret–including Genia’s
troubled great-nephew, the
prime suspect. . .
The 27-Ingredient Chili Con
Carne Murders - Nancy Pickard
1994-01-01
Some like it hot “Delightful . . .
Ms. Pickard has given the
protagonist a new least on
life!”—The New York Times
When Eugenia Potter receives
an urgent phone call from the

manager of her ranch near
Tucson, she's only too happy to
drop everything and fly home.
Something inside of her is
calling her back to the desert.
Why else would be preparing
spicy Mexican meatball soup at
her cottage in Maine when the
menu clearly calls for clam
chowder? But once she arrives
home, Mrs. Potter discovers
that her ranch manager and his
granddaughter are missing
from her ranch, Las Palomas,
and feared dead. When a guest
at a dinner gathering thrown
by Mrs. Potter is food
poisoned—apparently from
eating her famous 27ingredient chili—she knows she
must act quickly before the
murderer strikes again. And it
doesn't hurt to have the help of
a long-lost beau to spice up the
danger with romance . . .
We Could Be Beautiful Swan Huntley 2017-06-13
Catherine West has spent her
entire life surrounded by
beautiful things. And yet,
despite all this, she still feels
empty. After two broken
engagements and boyfriends
who wanted only her money,
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she is worried that she'll never
have a family of her own. Then
at an art opening Catherine
meets William Stockton, a
handsome banker who shares
her impeccable taste and
whose parents once moved in
the same circles as Catherine's.
But as William and Catherine
grow closer, she begins to
encounter strange signs. Her
mother, now suffering lapses in
memory, seems to hate William
on sight. Is William lying about
his past? And if so, is Catherine
willing to sacrifice their
beautiful life in order to find
the truth?
Marriage Is Murder - Nancy
Pickard 2011-05-17
Jenny Cain and police detective
Geof Bushfield already had prenuptial jitters. Then a sudden
wave of domestic violence
rocked placid Port Frederick in just two weeks, the
husbands of three battered
wives were shot dead.
Homicide was all too familiar
to Geof, but this was enough to
make him want to quit the
force. Except that none of the
wives confessed - and none of
the guns were found. As Geof

searched for clues, Jenny
uncovered a dangerous secret a murderous obsession that
threatened to tear Port
Frederick apart!
Confession - Nancy Pickard
2010-06-15
Jenny Cain would never forget
the hot Massachusetts summer
day fate knocked at her door.
Fate was a teenaged boy with
rumpled clothes, a motorcycle,
and a shocking but credible
story: Jenny's husband, Geof,
was his biological father. The
boy, David Mayer, wasn't
looking for an emotional
reunion, but he did have an
agenda. His parents -- and he
was quick to make the point
that Geof was nothing to him -died earlier in the year, a
murder/suicide according to
the police. The cops were
wrong, David said, and Geof
was a cop, and he owed it to
David to prove that Ron Mayer
did not kill his invalid wife and
then himself. As David lured
Jenny and Geof to carefully
placed clues, including two
bizarre videotaped confessions
of "sin," another murder was
committed. And Jenny knew
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that no matter what the truth
was about David Mayer's
parents, her own life and
marriage would be altered
forever....
Secret Revenge - TN Lowe
2019-08-04
How well do you know the
people in your life? Is everyone
as they appear or do they live
secret lives? Lena Miller is
about to find out no one in her
life is as they appear. Lena was
returning to life as she knew it
after grieving the loss of her
mother. She has a great job at
a local resort that she loves
most of the time and friends
who love and treat her like
family. That all changes when
the resort is sold and a familiar
stranger enters her life;
changing everything she ever
thought she knew about
herself, her family, and her
friends.
The Janissary Tree - Jason
Goodwin 2010-12-09
Yashim is no ordinary
detective. It's not that he's
particularly brave. Or that he
cooks so well, or reads French
novels. Not even that his best
friend is the Ambassador from

Poland, whose country has
vanished from the map. Yashim
is a eunuch. As the Sultan
plans a series of radical
reforms to his empire, a
concubine is strangled in the
palace harem. And a young
cadet is found butchered in the
streets of Istanbul. Delving
deep into the city's crooked
alleyways, and deeper still into
its tumultuous past, Yashim
discovers that some people will
go to any lengths to preserve
the traditions of the Ottoman
Empire. Brilliantly evoking
Istanbul in the 1830s, The
Ottoman Detective is a fastpaced literary thriller with a
spectacular cast, from mystic
orders and lissom archivists to
soup-makers and a seductive
ambassador's wife. Darker than
any of these is the mysterious
figure who controls the
Sultan's harem.
The Virgin of Small Plains Nancy Pickard 2006-04-18
“Engrossing . . . beautifully
written and carefully crafted . .
. [a] work that explores the
healing power of truth.”—The
Boston Globe For seventeen
years, a rural community in
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Kansas has faithfully tended
the grave of an anonymous
teenage girl christened the
Virgin of Small Plains. And
some claim that, perhaps
owing to the girl’s intervention,
strange miracles and
unexplainable healings have
occurred. Slowly, word of the
legend spreads. But what really
happened in that snow-covered
field almost two decades ago,
when the girl’s naked, frozen
body was found? Why did
young Mitch Newquist
disappear the day after the
shocking discovery, leaving
behind his distraught
girlfriend, Abby Reynolds, and
their best friend, Rex
Shellenberger? Now Mitch has
returned to Small Plains,
reigniting simmering tensions
and awakening secrets. Never
having resolved her feelings for
Mitch, Abby is determined to
uncover the startling truth
about his departure. The three
former friends must confront
the ever-unfolding
consequences of the night that
forever changed their
lives—and the life of their small
town. Praise for The Virgin of

Small Plains “Nancy Pickard . .
. has evolved into a writer of
substantial literary power. . . .
[She] has fashioned a novel
that accurately reflects the
secrets and silences locked
deep within the hearts of all
small-town
Midwesterners.”—The Denver
Post “Tantalizing . . . Pickard
writes with insight and
compassion about an
unresolved crime that
continues to haunt a farming
community.”—The New York
Times Book Review “A class act
. . . Pickard has a talent for
adding depth to a story that
conveys a sense of place and
history.”—Orlando Sentinel
“Crisply written, this new novel
about loss of faith, trust, and
innocence is utterly
absorbing.”—Tucson Citizen
God's Ear - Rhoda Lerman
2017-04-04
“Hilarious . . . Lerman proves
herself mistress not only of
side-splitting one-liners but
also of pregnant perceptions
about faith and virtue”
(Publishers Weekly). From a
novelist whose characters have
ranged from ancient deities to
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suburban housewives to
Eleanor Roosevelt, God’s Ear is
the story of a rabbi who opens
his heart to God, only to have
every shnorrer in his
congregation fill it with pain.
Yussel Fetner’s ancestors had
been such rabbis. Yussel, the
last of the Fetner line, is not.
Yussel turns his back on a
thousand years of Fetner
destiny, eschewing his family’s
twinned piety and poverty to
sell life insurance in New York.
But the history of a thousand
years is not to be thrown away
so lightly. On his death,
Yussel’s father discovers he
will be unable to enter heaven
until Yussel repents and enters
the faith. The old rabbi will
have to dip into a kit bag full of
family lore, Hasidic tales,
Kabbalistic wisdom, outright
lies, and Jewish justifications to
tease, trick, and torment his
son until he accepts the pain of
loving God. “A unique
voice—wildly funny, achingly
spiritual, profoundly Jewish.”
—The New York Times Book
Review
Seven Steps on the Writer's
Path - Nancy Pickard

2007-12-18
The blank page, the impossible
deadline, the rush of
inspiration: There is no
profession more maddening or
more rewarding than being a
writer. Yet surprisingly, all
writers pass through the same
sequence of stages in the
course of their careers. It was
this remarkable insight that
inspired veteran authors Nancy
Pickard and Lynn Lott to write
one of the wisest and liveliest
guides to the literary life ever
penned— a volume of
astonishing revelation, warm
reassurance, brilliant
encouragement, and welcome
humor. No matter what you
write or how much recognition
you’ve received, you are bound
to pass through the seven steps
on the writer’s path:
Unhappiness, Wanting,
Commitment, Wavering,
Letting Go, Immersion, and
Fulfillment. Whether you’re a
wannabe writer or a published
literary veteran, you’re bound
to find this book a source of
true delight, vital wisdom, and
lasting inspiration.
Death Match - Lincoln Child
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2006-10-31
A "cautionary tale about
artificial intelligence"
(Washington Post) that is
almost too frighteningly
believable not to be real—from
the internationally acclaimed
#1 New York Times bestselling
thriller writer Lewis and
Lindsay Thorpe were the
perfect couple: young,
attractive, and ideally matched.
But the veil of perfection can
mask many blemishes. When
the Thorpes are found dead in
their tasteful Flagstaff living
room (having committed
double suicide), alarms go off
in the towering Manhattan
offices of Eden Incorporated,
the high-tech matchmaking
company whose spectacular
success, and legendary
secrecy, has inspired awe
around the world. The Thorpes,
few people knew, were more
than the quintessential happy
couple—they were Eden’s first
perfect match. A short time
later, Christopher Lash, a
gifted former FBI forensic
psychologist, receives an
urgent plea from Eden to
perform a quick—and

quiet—investigation into the
deaths. Lash’s psychological
autopsy reveals nothing
suspicious, but inadvertently
dredges up the memories of a
searing personal tragedy he
has kept at bay for years. The
situation changes suddenly
when a second Eden couple is
found dead—by all
appearances, another double
suicide. Now
Eden—particularly Richard
Silver, the company’s brilliant
and reclusive founder—has no
choice but to grant Lash
unprecedented access to its
most guarded secrets if he is to
have any chance of
determining what is going
wrong. The hidden world he
discovers is a stunning
labyrinth of artificial
intelligence, creative genius,
and a melding of technology
that does indeed, to Lash’s
surprise, deliver on Eden’s
promise to its clients: the
guarantee of a perfect, lifelong
mate. But Lash’s involvement
in the investigation becomes
more personal and dangerous
than he could have imagined,
nearly as soon as it begins.
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Infused with relentless
suspense and tremendous
imagination and skill, Death
Match is master thriller writer
Lincoln Child at his best.
The Truth Hurts - Nancy
Pickard 2002-07-02
With The Whole Truth and Ring
of Truth, award-winning author
Nancy Pickard introduced the
intrepid Marie Lightfoot, a
gutsy and charismatic truecrime writer, and kicked oV a
sensational new series that
sealed her reputation as one of
today's top practitioners of
"chilling, fast-paced, and
original" thrillers (Detroit Free
Press). Now Marie Lightfoot
faces an unusually challenging
case because this time it's
personal -- painfully so, as it
concerns the central mystery of
her life: her parents'
disappearance. My dear Marie,
Do you give any thought to life
after death? They say that
when dead people hover
around the living, it is because
they are stuck at the place
where they died. They can't
move on. I hope for your sake
that doesn't happen to you,
Marie, because I don't think

you'll want to linger in the
place where I will kill you....
When the first E-mail arrives it
seems like a joke: A man writes
that he loves Marie's work and
wants her to collaborate with
him by becoming his victim and
writing a book about her own
murder right up to the moment
of her death. If she doesn't
cooperate, he promises, he will
hurt someone close to her.
Marie is merely unsettled until
more threatening E-mails
arrive and the young children
of her lover, State Attorney
Franklin DeWeese, become
targets of vicious pranks. Until
the police can apprehend her
tormentor, Marie has no choice
but to play along, following her
"co-author's" instructions to
write her life story and return
to her birthplace, a small town
in Alabama. There Marie seeks
out a group of the town's most
prominent citizens. Forty years
ago, they worked clandestinely
in the civil rights movement
alongside her parents, who
disappeared during the
explosive summer of 1963.
Trying to untangle the divided
loyalties, secrets, lies, and
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misunderstandings that have
obscured the truth about her
parents, Marie races to unravel
the secrets of the past and
outwit a killer before she is
forced to write her final page.
Filled with rich
characterizations, steadily
escalating suspense, and a rare
depth of emotion, The Truth
Hurts draws readers into a
mystery that spans the present
day and the tense,
heartbreaking early days of
America's civil rights
movement. In a novel as
complex and captivating as her
inimitable heroine, Nancy
Pickard keeps readers guessing
until the Wnal page is turned.
The Winter Widow - Charlene
Weir 1992-02-15
Susan Donovan, one of San
Francisco's finest, was a semihard-bitten cynic about men-until she went to a police
convention and Daniel Wren
"happened to her." Quickly and
somewhat to her amazement,
she became Susan Wren, wife
of the poice chief in the tiny
Kansas town of Hampstead.
Then, on a cold winter morning
shortly after the wedding, she

finds herself Susan Wren,
widow: Daniel has been
murdered. So begins Charlene
Weir's The Winter Widow,
winner of the St. Martin's
Press/Macmillan London
"Malice Domestic" contest for
Best First Traditional Mystery,
an absorbing mystery about a
woman out of her element.
Although she has no ties to
Hampstead, and there is no
reason for her not to return to
California, as her father urges,
Susan has other ideas. She is
determined to find Daniel's
killer. It takes all her powers of
persuasion to win over a
reluctant mayor, but in the end
he grudgingly agrees. As acting
police chief, Susan begins the
hunt. Soon she finds she needs
those powers to persuade
herself that she knows what
she is doing. She can deal with
the town's almost unanimous
hostility toward a woman
police chief, an outsider from
the big city. She can cope-because she must--with further
killings. But nine years as a cop
on San Francisco's streets
haven't equipped her to handle
the escape of a truckload of
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pigs on Hampstead's main
drag, a rampaging prize bull,
or the agricultural intrigue she
encounters. And all the while,
the killer is closing in on Susan
herself, determined to keep her
from learning the truth about
her beloved Daniel's tragic
death.
Morning Glory Afternoon Irene Bennett Brown 1981
In 1924 a 17-year-old girl tries
to rebuild her life after a
personal tragedy by taking a
job as switchboard operator in
a small town far from home.
Instead of a haven, however,
she finds her new community
in the grip of fanatic prejudices
that force her to take a stand
for what she knows is right.
Blood Kin - Maria Lima
2009-10-27
The perils of power... Keira
Kelly has come into her full
powers, and they are
frighteningly strong, creating a
distance between her and her
human friends in her beloved
Rio Seco. It is time to obey her
great-great-grandmother Gigi's
orders and rejoin her family in
northwest Canada, where Keira
can learn to handle her

dangerous new skills. She'll
have friends with her every
step of the way -- her
shapeshifter brother Tucker,
his beloved Niko, and, to
Keira's dismay, her cousin on
her mother's side, Daffyd ap
Geraint, the Sidhe prince who
suddenly appeared in her life
and now refuses to leave -- but
her vampire lover Adam has
insisted on staying in Texas.
And while there are certainly
perks to being Family, such as
a private Learjet for the flight
to Canada and a fabulous
penthouse condo overlooking
Vancouver, there are threats
looming that nobody, not even
Gigi, anticipated. Keira's Sidhe
inheritance from her mother is
far more important than
anyone ever realized, and the
fate of the Family may depend
upon what she does next....
Sweeping Up Glass - Carolyn
Wall 2009-08-04
Destined to be a classic,
Sweeping Up Glass is a tough
and tender novel of love, race,
and justice, and a ferocious,
unflinching look at the power
of family. Olivia Harker Cross
owns a strip of mountain in
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Pope County, Kentucky, a land
where whites and blacks eke
out a living in separate,
tattered kingdoms and where
silver-faced wolves howl in the
night. But someone is killing
the wolves of Big Foley
Mountain–and Olivia is
beginning to realize how much
of her own bitter history she’s
never understood: Her
mother’s madness, building
toward a fiery crescendo. Her
daughter’s flight to California,
leaving her to raise Will’m, her
beloved grandson. And most of
all, her town’s fear, for Olivia
has real and dangerous
enemies. Now this proud,
lonely woman will face her
mother and daughter, her
neighbors and the wolf hunters
of Big Foley Mountain. And
when she does, she’ll ignite a
conflict that will embroil an
entire community–and change
her own life in the most
astonishing of ways.
The Widows - Jess
Montgomery 2019-01-08
“The Widows kept me on the
edge of my seat. Montgomery
is a masterful storyteller.”
—Lee Martin, author of

Pulitzer Prize-Finalist The
Bright Forever Inspired by the
true story of Ohio’s first female
sheriff, Jess Montgomery’s
powerful, lyrical debut is the
story of two women who take
on murder and corruption at
the heart of their community.
Kinship, Ohio, 1924: When Lily
Ross learns that her husband,
Daniel, the town’s widely
respected sheriff, has been
killed while transporting a
prisoner in an apparent
accident, she vows to seek the
truth about his death. Hours
after his funeral, a stranger
appears at her door. Marvena
Whitcomb, a coal miner’s
widow, is unaware that Daniel
has died and begs to speak
with him about her missing
daughter. From miles away but
worlds apart, Lily’s and
Marvena’s lives collide as they
realize that Daniel was perhaps
not the man that either of them
believed him to be. *BONUS
CONTENT: This edition of The
Widows includes a new
introduction from the author
and a discussion guide "The
Widows is a gripping,
beautifully written novel about
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two women avenging the
murder of the man they both
loved."—Hallie Ephron, New
York Times bestselling author
of You'll Never Know, Dear
"Jess Montgomery's gorgeous
writing can be just as dark and
terrifying as a subterranean
cave when the candle is
snuffed out, but her prose can
just as easily lead you to the
surface for a gasp of air and a
glimpse of blinding, beautiful
sunlight. This is a powerful
novel: a tale of loss, greed, and
violence, and the story of two
powerful women who refuse to
stand down."—Wiley Cash,
New York Times bestselling
author of The Last Ballad, A
Land More Kind than Home,
and This Dark Road to Mercy
"[A] flinty, heartfelt mystery
that sings of hawks and history,
of coal mines and the urgent
fight for social justice."—Julia
Keller, Pulitzer Prize-winning
author of Bone on Bone
The Virgin of Small Plains Nancy Pickard 2011-12-08
January 1987, Small Plains,
Kansas. On the night of the
decade's worst blizzard, a boy
discovers the naked corpse of a

beautiful girl. No-one can
identify her, so the people of
the town bury her with a
gravestone marked with the
date and 'Peace Be Unto You'.
Seventeen years later, the
mysterious dead girl - the
'Virgin of Small Plains' - has
inspired a local myth. In the
two decades since her death,
strange miracles have visited
those who faithfully tend her
grave; some believe her spirit
can cure deadly illnesses, while
others credit her with the
town's economic prosperity.
Word of the legend spreads
and Small Plains becomes a
haven for an onslaught of
spiritual seekers and the
terminally ill, all hoping the
Virgin will answer their
prayers. When the mysterious
Mitch Newquist reappears and
a vengeful tornado devastates
Small Plains, the truth begins
to emerge.. What really
happened seventeen years
ago? Why did Mitch suddenly
disappear the same night the
Virgin's body was found abandoning his first love, Abby
Reynolds? And why are some of
the town's leading citizens so
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determined that the truth

remain buried?
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